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QUESTION 1

An ArcGIS user requests polygon parcel data to use in a model linking geoprocessing tools. The data the user receives
covets the entire country and the large dataset causes the application to perform slowly. How can the ArcGIS user
improve the performance time without altering the model? 

A. use a standalone variable In the model to set the area of Interest 

B. convert the data to a Simple data type before using geoprocessing tools 

C. increase the memory allotted to ArcMap while the tools running 

D. limit the processing extent through the environment settings 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

An ArcGlS user in a city office has a tool created from a geoprocessing model. The user is planning to share the tool
with someone outside their office. 

How can the user ensure that others can run the tool without being able to change it? 

A. embed the model in the tool 

B. make the model read-only 

C. set a password for the model 

D. share the tool as a.dll file 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 3

A geodatabase designer has a requirement that individual spot elevation points, contours, and a digital elevation model
be stored as separate layers and also be used to generate a surface for visibility analysis. 

Which geodatabase dataset type should the designer use? 

A. raster catalog 

B. terrain dataset 

C. raster dataset 

D. TIN surface 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 4

A Microstation.dgn file is created for a mountainous area and is added to ArcMap with another vector dataset in the
same projection. The .dgn file appears slightly too large in relation to the other data. 

What is the most likely source of the problem? 

A. Units of measure were incorrect 

B. The file was created in ground coordinates 

C. incorrect datum was assigned in the projection file 

D. The file was created in grid coordinates 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

An ArcGIS user is making a map showing the standard deviation from the mean ocean temperature. Which type of color
ramp should be used to display the standard deviation? 

A. a three-color multipart color ramp 

B. a two-color algorithmic color ramp 

C. a random color ramp 

D. a thirteen-color preset color ramp 

Correct Answer: B 
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